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Introduction

The original switchyard for the Slow External
Proton 3eam at the AGS of 3rookhaven National
Laboratorv incorporated two current carrving, copper
septa to split the beam into three parts. These septa
were each .05 mm thick and intercepted a substantial
amount of beam when, as often occurs, it was necessary
to split the beam across its densest region. To ad-
iust splitting ratios and optimize losses, a complex
time consuming pattern of steering adjustments using
various magnets was necessary. When the question of
providing 3 fourth beam to a new target station arose,
it was clear that adding a third copper septum in the
very constrained space available would lead to unac-
ceptabl-a increases in the radiat ion and control prob-
lems. In order to circumvent these difficulties, it
was dec ided to rebuild the switchvard using much thin-
ner electrostatic septa as splitters and to provide a
^rsater degree of independence of the various beam

segments.

The Basic Beam Division Triplet

The basic SDIit in the beam is produced by in-
sert ins a thin, electros tat ic septum into the beam
with oppositely directed electric fields on either
esMe producing deflections of - 0.375 mrad. Down-
stream of this spl i t ter (11.5 m or more) is anassoci-
ateri thin Lanbertson tvoe (Fe) septum magnet with a

^horizontal field on one side of the septum and a field
fr<p£ hole on the other, imparting a vertical kick of
3,ri nrad to one beam. To chanee the splitt ing rat io,
tne incident be.im is held fixed while the SDlitter
seotum is trans lated mechanicallv to the desired
insition in Che beam cross-section. The associated
thin Lanbertson septum is also moved bv a known,
corresponding amount, to lie in the shadow of the
>nlinner septum, (Both of these septa can also be
m a t e d about vert ical axes to minimize losses.)
Since the succeeding apertures in all four beam line
branches are designed to transmit the full beam, r.o
•ither ad instmerits or compensations are required. The
>hji<->w rvroduced bv the thin septum maenet then spans
t'ne thick Lambertson septa of one or two succeeding
•naznets with vertical fields for the final horizontal

Th<? Electrostatic Splitters

Thflse three units, patterned after those in use
fit "SAL, - ir-? i?ach of irfent icai construction, employ-
ing r.hin, vir* 3 rids as the anodes ( .005mm, 7 5" tung-
sten, 25'- rhenium allov wire"'. The operating field
usei for desizn is a conservative 3^ kV/cm across the
20 -m jzans. l i e ^iectrode lengths are 3.05 n.

"ieure 1 shows the first spl i t ter and its typical
sla^Rneni. in the beam. The cathode is made at thin-
•••91 led t. itaniun tubins which is drawn to the Jesired
-h -,pe. The cathode is supported in three olaeds bv
•. Itanium spacers which nre ar. ;.iched to machined
c^rnmic standoff insulators. There ar^ interruptions
i.i tu.e wire srid .it each of these supports. The frame
viat ;arri-:-s the vires is nade from an .ilumimm for?-

ing. The wires rest against machined flats that are
straight and parallel to within ± 0.001 in. Should a
wire break, its tension causes it to withdraw behind a
baffle plate. Each splitter has a remote-controlled
motion system capable of ± 19 mm transverse motion and
± 2.5 mrad rotation.

The Thin Lambertson Septum Magnets

Bending verticallv bv a maximum of 8.0 mrad,
these magnets must support fields of 2.5 kG over their
120 inch lengths with negligible fields in the
shielded passages. Allowing 15 kG in the iron, the
minimum septum wedge angle to be usable is estimated
bv:

This leads to a septum thickness of about 1.5 nvn at
the top and bottom of the beam. Rather than being
tapered to zero at the mid-plane, the septum is cut
on a circular arc which eives a thickness of about
0.75 mm at the mid-plane.

The basic desien of the thin Lambertson magnets
is given in Figure 2 which i l lustrates the magnet
which is paired with the first sp l i t t e r . (Note that
all three spli ts are visible here since all three
spli t ters are positioned sequentiallv upstream of the
first Lambertson magnet.) The bore hole extends
bevond the ends of the magnet coil far enouch to
maintain good magnetic shielding. The coils are
simple race-track designs and are external to the
vacuum so that no electrical and water teedthroughs
are required. These magnets are also mounted on
traversing and rotating mechanisms.

The Thick Lambertson Septum Vagr-ets

These magnets have their horizontal septa fixed
in position, in the shadows of the vert teaI separa-
tions caused by their upstream thin. Lambertsons. They
bend bv a larae enouch horizontal angle (up to 2°)
that, within a short distance, the affected beam
segments become effectively independent. Thev support
up to 13.25 kG over their 2, i m effective lengths.
The septum wedge angle implied is 60*. As with the
thin Lambertsons, this wedge shape is replaced bv a
cylindrical hole bored in one pole piece. The septum
thickness is 21 mm or greater depending on the speci-
fic unit. They were constructed usine spare AGS ring
magnet coi ls . Figure 3 i l lustrates the one associated
with the first spl i t ter and thin LaTnbertson.

The 5-witchvard Lavout

* "Cork done -ir.d.ir auspices of *' .3 , 00E.

"igure '•*• presents a schematic layout of the
various Seam axes in the swiichvard. Onlv the beam
division components are shown, lenses ard standard
tiipoles being omitted tor clarity. Following extrac-
tion frcm the AGS, four auadrunole lenses are disposed
in tie line to -latch the AGS einittance to Che reauire-
nents for efficient spli t t ing; viz. , an angular
snread ^nall ranDared to the f l i t t e r kick, but with =3
horizontal width not so lar?e as to cause beam loss on
the cathtJ.:-2s. The n\iads ar? tallowed immediately Sv
z'r.e three snl i t te rs . because of the pre-exist ina



space limitations, the A Line must break away from
the B Line far upstream. An earlv split in the D line
is also necessarv due to downstream geometry. There-
fore, the thin Lambertson seDta associated with these
two splits follow the splitters immediatelv, leading
to a minimum splitter shadow width of 4.S mm, still
better than three times the Lambertson septum width of
1.5 mm. For the same reason, the thick Lambertson
magnets associated with these two splits are encoun-
tered next. After this, the D, A, and (3,C) beams are
effectively separated horizontallv. Since the 3 and C
targets are far downstream, these two beams are con-
ducted for some distance in a common vacuum pipe
before the associated thin and thick Lambertson septa
are encountered. The 3-dimensiona1 beam lavout is
tiehtlv constrained, and it was essential to Day close
attention to the surveying and installation of compon-
ents .

Beam Steering

A number of vertical, and one horizontal, vernier
magnets were included to ensure enough differential
steering capabilitv to place each beam axis correctlv
in the various apertures. Other vernier adjustments
in the horizontal Diane are made by increments in the
main dipole fields. Where two or more dipoles are
powered in series, trimming power supplies are often
connected across one or mare of the magnets.

Time dependent corrections are also reauired.
during the slow external beam spill period (-1 sec),
the momentum decreases bv typically 0.5-n.n?. The
effect of this on the entire switchvard to target
system was analyzed, and programmed current ramp gen-
erators were orovided where needed to remove the bulk
af the nomentum dispersion. Finallv, servo controlled
corrections are made at each target to keep the beam
soots centered.

Instrumentation

Tuning the switchvard for efficient beam split-
ting and transport depends criticaLlv uDr>n having
sufficiently informative instrumentation. In addi-
tion, beam emittance characteristics must be estab-
lished to set C01 - W correctlv.3»^ To this end,
retractable, fluorescent, aluminum oxide flags with
fiducial narks are accuratelv positioned at strategic
locations . At three of these locations, Segmented
'vi re Ionization Chambers (SWICs) are included. These
SWICs provide cross-sectional beam profiles which, in
conjunction vitfc COl - CO'-*, vield emittance measure-
ments nf sufficient accuracv. These retractable S'VICS
are contained in thin-walled reentrant cans, elimi-
na *i^ ̂ û e need tor vac'-itî^ oenet ra tions and siTUDLitv^
ir.g their maintenance. The total extracted beam
intensity is monitored by a Secondary Emission Chamber
(SEC) just after extraction from the ACS, and the
intensity reaching the targets bv similar chambers
vjst upstream of them. Lost beam is detected bv a
loss monitor systen which utilizes aas insulated
coaxial cables as ior.izatian chambers.

The flags are the prime detectors which are em-
ployed in aligning the beam axes in various apertures
and in making the initial placements of the splitters
and thin Lambertsons in the beam. Then the loss moni-
tors are utilized to optimize the transmission, effi-
ciency. For example, the difference between signals
from short loss monitors just upstream and downstream
from a spLitter is sensitive to losses which indicate
that the wire grid septum, does not lie in the local
mean direction of the beam, while a similar monitor at
the associated thin Lambertson can signal misplace-
ments of the ends of its septum in the shadow of the
splitter. Long detectors ("30 feet) are also in-
stalled to monitor general area losses. In all, 38
short and 20 long loss monitors are included in the
switchyard instrumentation.

Qperat ional Experience

The switchvard and transport to the targets is
typ ica l lv 90* e f f i c i e n t , as determined by foi l ac t iva-
t ions . When s p l i t t i n g to the A, B, and C t a r g e t s , the
loss monitors indicate that about half of the loss
occurs in the wire and thin Lambertson septa while the
res t is due to scraoinz in the smaller downstream
aper tures . The D-line has not yet been completed, but
beam has been S D I U off and sent through the thick
Latnbertsons toward the future D target s ta t ion with
l i t t l e change in losses . Minimization of these losses
is accomplished quickly as the various s teer ing mag-
nets are coupled through the PDP-10 computer. These
control algorithms are complicated bv the fact that
some of the bending magnets are rolled by UP to 27° in
order to combine horizontal and vert ical bends. It is
observed that a ho r i zon ta l -ve r t i ca l coupling is in t ro -
duced in the thick Lambertsons of the A-line because
the protons pass th-rough these uni ts above the symme-
try plane of the sextupole fie id componenta of tha
magnets. A small skew quadrupole has been introduced
to compensate th i s coupling.
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Fig. 1. Electrostatic Splitter Cross-Section.
Typical placement for the D>A/B,C spl i t .
The D/A and B/C splits are made in
succeeding spl i t ters .

Fig. 3. Thick Lambertson Septum Magnet Cross-Section.
This septum lies between the beam segments
separated by the magnet of Fig. 2. The D,A
beams are deflected to the left.
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Thin Lanbertson Septum :!agnet Cross-Section.
This septum lies in the shadow of the
splitter or" Fii;. 1. The D,A beams are
deflected up.
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Schematic Beam Splitting Layout. The Lambertson maznets
are outlined to show their, septum pla^e^ents; they deflect
in the opposite plane. Deflection angles are shown in niilli
radians.


